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Good looks
and serious
performance
A unique breed of racing machine, the 899
Panigale is no less than an astonishing mix
of design, power and advanced Ducati
Superbike technology. Bursting with energy
and racetrack character thanks to the
Superquadro engine, it is also well adapted
for everyday use on the road. Premium
suspension, light weight, plus a strong and
compact Monoscocca frame guarantee
exceptional handling in all circumstances.
The 899 Panigale is made to move, the
way you want, in unmistakable style.
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Masterpiece
of power
At the heart of the 899 Panigale a
formidable engine breathes exhilarating
power into every part of the motorcycle.
Engineered as a structural element, the
898cc Superquadro was born on the track
and built to race. Lightweight, but with the
strength to deliver 148hp and astonishing
torque, the Superquadro combines
Desmodromic performance with proven
reliability. Sophisticated electronics, rideby-wire technology and customizable
Riding Modes turn raw power into real
riding pleasure.
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Confidence
from within
Skilfully conceived as a single, compact
unit, the Monoscocca aluminium frame is
architecturally unique. Weight is kept to a
bare minimum thanks to carefully selected
materials and the integrated design;
this also favours mass centralisation for
superb stability and agility around the
tightest of corners. A fully adjustable BPF
Showa fork and Sachs shock give you
all the confidence you would want from
such a powerful Supermid on the most
demanding track or road.
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A feel
for performance
Treated to the most advanced electronics
and dynamic componentry, the 899
Panigale will turn every moment into a burst
of adrenaline. On and off-track performance
is perfected by cutting-edge systems such
as Ducati Traction Control, Ducati Quick
Shift for ultra-responsive gear changes, and
Engine Braking Control. The long, doublesided, aluminium swingarm ensures
marvellous traction and acceleration, and
the Brembo Monobloc brakes with 3-level
ABS as a standard feature make sure you
stop where and when you need to.
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Designed to win
So sleek, the stunning, fast-forward design
of the 899 Panigale penetrates the mind as
much as its aerodynamics carve their way
through the air. A monument of precision
engineering using premium solutions to
cut away the superfluous and hone in on
the motorcycle’s only vocation: cross the
finishing line in front. An icon of speed,
the essential design is accentuated by the
dynamic geometry of the frame and the
symmetry of individual features such as
the twin headlamps with LED technology
or the flying tailpiece.
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Ride for pleasure
Track or street, the 899 Panigale will
never let you down wherever you take it.
Built to move, carefully conceived, riderfriendly features combine with ready-to-go
performance to ensure the best of both
worlds: comfort and competition. Clear and
compact, the dashboard display is an LCD
showing speed at its centre and a bar graph
tachometer above. Riding Mode indicators,
EBC, DTC and ABS settings are present
as well as secondary data. Excellent street
manners thanks to a typically flexible setup, plus generous maintenance intervals,
will leave you plenty of time to explore and
enjoy the realms of Panigale performance.
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Technical Features

Colour version

Engine
Engine

Superquadro L-Twin, 4 Desmodromically
actuated valves per cylinder, liquid cooled

Displacement

898 cc

Bore X stroke

100 x 57.2 mm

Power

109 kW (148 hp) @ 10,750 rpm

Torque

99 Nm (73 lb-ft) @ 9,000 rpm

Transmission
Gearbox

6 speed with Ducati Quick Shift (DQS)

Clutch

Wet multiplate clutch with hydraulic
control

Chassis
Frame

Monocoque Aluminium

Front suspension

Fully adjustable BPF Showa forks. 43
mm chromed inner tubes

Front wheel

10-spoke light alloy 3.50” x 17”

Rear suspension

Fully adjustable Sachs unit. Aluminium
double-sided swingarm

Rear wheel

10 spokes light alloy 5.50” x 17”

Wheel travel (front/rear)

120 mm (4.72 in) - 130 mm (5.12 in)

Front brake

2 x 320 mm semi-floating discs, radially
mounted Brembo Monobloc M4.32 4-piston callipers with ABS

Rear brake

245 mm disc, 2-piston calliper with ABS

Bodywork: Red

Wheels: Black

Race-derived multifunctional LCD display

Bodywork: Arctic White Silk

Wheels: Red

Dimensions and Weights
Dry weight

169 kg (372.5 lb)

Kerb weight

193 kg (425.5 lb)

Seat height

830 mm (32.48 in)

Wheelbase

1,426 mm (56.14 in)

Fuel tank capacity

17 l - 4.5 gallon (US)

Number of seats

Dual seat

Standard Equipment
Riding Modes, Power Modes, ABS, DTC, DQS, EBC, Ride-by-Wire,
DDA+ Ready, Steering damper

Brembo Monobloc brakes with standard Bosch 9MPn ABS; lightweight 10-spoke
wheels; Pirelli Diablo Rosso Corsa tyres; 43 mm Showa Big Piston Fork

898 cc Superquadro engine with 148 hp @ 10,750 rpm and 99 Nm @ 9,000 rpm.
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Exclusive accessories
Created by Ducati Performance and Ducati
Corse, a wealth of accessories can be
purchased to personalise your motorcycle
with exclusive features. Ranging from highperformance exhausts to ultra-light carbon
components, or simply a sleek racing seat,
each item will enhance the motorcycle’s
unique design. Eye-catching on the
street, these race-derived accessories
are beautifully built for the track. View a
complete catalogue at ducati.com and
visualise your ideal Superbike with the
virtual online configurator.
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96450511B

96980321A

96451011B

96980331A

96980421A

Ducati Corse racing silencers kit

Carbon fiber front mudguard

Carbon rear mudguard

* Carbon cover for clutch casing

Carbon chain guard

Carbon heat guards kit for racing silencers

96450711B

96450811B

96900412A

97380081A

96901112A

96900712A

Carbon cover for rear shock absorber

Carbon heel guard for rider footpegs

Carbon fiber cover for conveyors

Magnesium outer clutch cover

Carbon and aluminium alloy plate holder

Racing tank filler plug

96480221A

* It can only be mounted together with magnesium clutch
cover part number 97380081A

This product is intended for racing vehicles used only in closed-course competition. Operation on public roads is prohibited by law.

For further information on the range of accessories or on the apparel collection please visit the website ducati.com or your nearest Ducati Dealer.
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97380041A

96451111B

96880011B

Billet aluminum caps to plug mirror
mounting holes

* Billet aluminium adjustable footpegs kit

Racing articulated levers kit

96455312B
96451211B

97180111A
97180121A

96580051A

96676410B

Lightened generator kit

* Reversed power shifter

Plastic fiber passenger seat cover

* Not compatible with reversed power shifter part no.
96676410B

* Cannot be assembled on aluminium footpegs
96451111B

97180141A

97180041A

96676510C

96524111B

96797010B

Racing fairing kit

Racing tail guard kit

DDA+ kit

Ducati Corse Superstock data acquisition kit

Racing seat

Ducati Corse oversized windscreen

This product is intended for racing vehicles used only in closed-course competition. Operation on public roads is prohibited by law.

For further information on the range of accessories or on the apparel collection please visit the website ducati.com or your nearest Ducati Dealer.
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The winning gear
An extensive range of high-tech Ducati
Corse apparel is available including leathers,
helmets, gloves and jackets. Designed
with characteristic Italian flair, each item is
specifically conceived to enhance safety,
comfort and ergonomics. The final touch of
style is your choice and a way of blending
your personality with that of the 899
Panigale. Discover the new Ducati apparel
collection on the ducati.com website and
visit your nearest Ducati dealer for further
details.
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1

2

3

1

9810296_
Ducati Corse C2

Perforated racing leather suit

1

98102797_ECE
Racing Stripe

Full-face helmet

2

9810288_
Ducati Corse 2

Racing Boots

3

98103071_
Ducati Corse C2

Leather gloves

98102798_USA
98102799_AUS
98102800_JAP
For further information on the range of accessories or on the apparel collection please visit the website ducati.com or your nearest Ducati Dealer.
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1

2

2

1

9810298_red
Ducati Corse C2

Leather jacket
9810299_perforated red
9810300_standard black
9810301_perforated black

2

9810287_
Sport C2

Leather trousers

3

1

98102600_ECE
Proud 14

Full-face helmet

2

9810289_
Sport 2

Racing Boots

3

98102570_
Performance 14

Leather gloves

98102601_USA
98102602_AUS
98102603_JAP
For further information on the range of accessories or on the apparel collection please visit the website ducati.com or your nearest Ducati Dealer.
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1

9810297_
Ducati Corse C2

Two pieces leather suit

1

98102790_ECE
Ducati Corse SBK14

Full-face helmet

2

9810289_
Sport C2

Racing Boots

3

98102580_
Performance 14

Leather gloves

98102791_USA
98102792_AUS
98102793_JAP
For further information on the range of accessories or on the apparel collection please visit the website ducati.com or your nearest Ducati Dealer.
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Built to perfection,
made to last
From a technological and performance
viewpoint the Superquadro is a genuine
revolution and a benchmark in terms of
quality and reliability. Constant investment
to achieve ever-higher standards in
terms of quality, design and performance
demands the use of state-of-the-art
materials and innovative components. In
the world’s most powerful twin engine,
Ducati achieves unprecedented intervals
between maintenance requirements. For
such a high-performance motorcycle, valve
clearance adjustments are only required
every 24,000 km.
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91750061E

Ducati Apparel Collection
designed by

Key to simbols
This product is intended
for racing vehicles used
only in closed-course
competition. Operation on
public roads is prohibited
by law.

For racing use only. The product marked with this symbol can
only be used on competition vehicles. Use outside a competition track of motorcycles equipped with this product is prohibited by law. Verify any further restrictions with the relevant
race course. Motorcycles equipped with this accessory are
prohibited from operating on public roads.

This accessory is not approved for road circulation.

Accessory realized in cooperation with Ducati Corse.

Anodized
Clear
Tinted
Matt
Arctic White Silk
Red

Riding a motorcycle is the most thrilling way to enjoy the open road and Ducati is committed to provide the motorcyclist with nothing
less than the maximum safety. Ducati motorcycles are ever-easier to handle, reliable and equipped to maximize both active safety
and riding pleasure; our motorcycle apparel is made from cutting-edge materials to provide exceptional protection and styled to
enhance visibility. Ducati is fully focused on rider safety. For further information visit the safety section on Ducati’s official website.
IMPORTANT: photos in this catalogue may refer to prototypes that could undergo modification during the development phase;
they are therefore provided purely for informative and reference purposes and are not binding for Ducati Motor Holding S.p.A.
A Sole Shareholder Company - A Company subject to the Management and Coordination activities of AUDI AG (“Ducati”).
Ducati will not be liable for any mistakes in printing and/or translation. This catalogue may be accessed by users internationally
and may contain references to products that are not available and/or whose features may vary in accordance with local laws.
Not all colours and/or versions are available in all countries. Ducati reserves the right to make changes and improvements to
any product without any obligation to give prior notice or to carry out such changes to products already sold. Further product
specifications can be found in each model’s owner manual. The products represented are not definitive versions and may
therefore undergo both minor and substantial modifications at Ducati’s discretion and without any prior notice. All applicable
photographs show professional riders in controlled conditions. Never attempt any action that could be potentially hazardous to
you or other road users. Reproduction rights of the photographs represented in this catalogue belong to Ducati Motor Holding
S.p.A. Any reproduction of these photographs without the explicit permission of the latter is strictly prohibited. Power and torque
calculated using an inertia dyno. Dry weight excludes battery, lubricants and coolants for liquid-cooled models. Kerb weights
indicate total bike weight with all operating consumable liquids and a fuel tank filled to 90% of capacity (as per EC standard 93/93).
For more information please visit ducati.com. Date of printing November 2014.
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